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Insurance premium incentives for wind-resistant construction

As homeowners in North Carolina’s coastal region begin making repairs to damage from recent hurricanes and
tornado events, they should be aware of insurance-related incentives to increase wind resistance of their homes.
Speak with your insurance agent and adjustor for details regarding your property.
Since 2011, insurance rate credits have been available for wind-resistant features in coastal buildings, as the North Carolina
General Assembly directed through the N.C. Department of Insurance. The goal was to develop discounts to encourage better
wind-resistant buildings. These discounts are available in 18 coastal counties, and private insurance companies and the statemandated wind pools are required to offer them. More recently, the N.C. wind pools have added pilot endorsements that may
reduce costs when repairing or replacing roof coverings on certain coastal buildings. This brief describes the general offerings.
Ask your insurance agent for the full details.

Residential Windstorm Mitigation Credits
These credits are available through private insurance companies and through the pools in coastal North Carolina. Two separate
discount options are available for common homeowner or dwelling coverage. If you have a qualifying building, when you receive
your annual renewal bill it should include the ADVISORY NOTICE TO POLICYHOLDERS: RESIDENTIAL WINDSTORM
MITIGATION CREDITS AVAILABLE (attachment 1):
https://www.ncjua-nciua.org/DocLib/uw/Mitigation/RN00190717.pdf
The credits at this time for framed buildings for homeowners, dwelling, and wind-only coverage (attachment 2) are listed under
NCJUA/NCIUA MITIGATION CREDITS in the top right corner here:
https://www.ncjua-nciua.org/html/uw.htm
A separate table applies to masonry buildings. The insurance territory numbers vary with time and building type, but the lowest
zone numbers and highest discounts are generally closest to the ocean shoreline. A map of the coastal territories is shown in
attachment 3 and can be found here:
http://www.ncrb.org/Portals/0/ncrb/personal%20lines%20services/Maps/HO%20Territory%20Map-Eff%206-1-15Beach%20and%20Coastal.pdf?ver=2019-10-31-132302-803
The first type of credit offers a discount for a hip roof and/or window protection, either impact glass or certified storm shutters.
To qualify, the owner must provide his or her insurance agent a photo of the hip roof. Documentation for window protection
should describe that it complies with national test standards and was properly installed. The N.C. Residential Building Code
allows plywood shutters, but they do not qualify for the credit. Each option qualifies for about a 5 to 6% discount on the wind/hail
coverage cost and you can combine them for a 11 to 12% discount. Your insurance agent can determine the annual savings.
A second discount option for a FORTIFIED Home ™ is based on an existing program developed by the Insurance Institute for
Business & Home Safety (IBHS), a nonprofit scientific research and communications organization funded by the insurance
industry. Three levels of discounts are offered for existing or new houses, identified as FORTIFIED Roof (Bronze), Silver, and
Gold. The higher levels require compliance with lower levels. Each level provides about a 4 to 6% discount on the wind and hail
premium. Details of the program are here: https://fortifiedhome.org/about/

To qualify, a certified FORTIFIED Evaluator must inspect the house. A list for N.C. evaluators is included on the same website,
along with specific requirements for each level. The Evaluator prepares an inspection report, which IBHS reviews. There is a
nominal fee for the review, but the Evaluator, often a home inspector or claims adjuster, sets their own prices, which for
FORTIFIED Roof typically range from $150 to $600, depending on the number of re-inspections. IBHS then reviews inspection
results and returns a certificate of compliance for FORTIFIED Roof/Silver/Gold or describes what mitigation work is needed to
reach each level.
A FORTIFIED Roof is easiest to accomplish when re-roofing. Additional nailing of the roof deck may be required. An extra
water seal layer under the roof covering is required. Options include 1) taping the seams of the plywood deck with a self-sealing,
sticky-backed tape, 2) applying 3-foot rolls of the same material to the entire roof, or 3) installing a two-layer #30 felt underlayer
system. Specific drip edges and wind-certified roof vents are required. Reinforcement of gable end walls may be necessary. A
high-wind shingle class is also required, depending on the local wind speed zone. If not re-roofing, it is possible to comply with
the requirements working inside the attic using a high-strength foam to attach the rafters and seal all roof deck seams. However,
the mitigation costs are likely to be higher and the insurance discount is lower.
Silver requires compliance with the FORTIFIED Roof and a variety of wind load-path connections that can be visually inspected,
as well as either impact-resistant windows or storm shutters for all glazing. The window protection must be certified by the
manufacturer and installed to those specifications. Plywood shutters do not qualify. Most of the other structural requirements are
included in the recent building codes.
Gold requires the FORTIFIED Roof and Silver standards plus an engineering analysis of the load paths in the building, which, if
not visible, may require some demolition for the engineer to inspect. Most of the requirements are included in recent building
codes.
Any mitigation work must be documented with photos and inspected by the Evaluator. IBHS provides a FORTIFIED designation,
which is submitted to the insurance agent to receive the discount. The designation is good for five years, and an Evaluator can reinspect the house to extend the discounts for another 5 years.
NCIUA and NCJUA Pilot Policy Endorsements and Grants
Many coastal buildings are insured by the N.C. Insurance Underwriting Association (NCIUA) and the N.C. Joint Underwriting
Association (NCJUA), the state’s mandated wind pools, when not available from private insurers. They have recently added pilot
endorsements available in some coastal territories that may help pay for FORTIFIED Evaluations. Again, ask your insurance
agent for specific details.
The first pilot endorsement is only available in four territories closest to the ocean. If the roof covering on an insured building
is damaged more than 50%, the free policy endorsement offers to pay for the claim, plus the added labor cost of a FORTIFIED
Evaluation and the added construction cost to qualify for FORTIFIED Roof. (See attachment 4, section A.) Restrictions apply.
Ask your agent and your adjuster for details.
A separate endorsement is now being offered in 18 coastal counties. If an insured building is reroofing, with or without a
damage claim, the building may qualify for reimbursement of up to $600 for the cost of the FORTIFIED Evaluator that results in
a FORTIFIED Roof certification. (See attachment 4, section B.) Ask your agent for details.
Since 2019, NCIUA has annually offered a limited number of grants to owners planning to reroof in the beach territories. Eligible
policyholders can apply for a grant up to $6,000 to install a FORTIFIED Roof. A damage claim is not required. A limited number
of grants are available and will be awarded on a first-come, first-served basis. To see if you qualify:
https://strengthenyourroof.com/
Conclusion
Installing wind-resistant features can protect buildings and potentially save homeowners money. Options to receive insurance rate
credits for these protections are available through private insurance companies and state-mandated wind pools. The wind pools
are presently offering free policy endorsements that may reduce costs when repairing or replacing roof coverings on certain
buildings. The resources mentioned here provide more information for each option. See also: https://www.ncjuanciua.org/DocLib/uw/Mitigation/RN00190717.pdf and https://disastersafety.org/hurricane/
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PROPERTY
RN 00 19 07 17

ADVISORY NOTICE TO POLICYHOLDERS
RESIDENTIAL WINDSTORM MITIGATION CREDITS AVAILABLE

The Association now has three main categories of credits available for certain wind mitigation
features of a dwelling for policies effective May 1, 2011 or later.
Hip Roof: This is a roof style and construction that forms a triangle and is slanted on all sides.
Proof of roof type is verified by multiple photographs submitted to the Association by your
Producer (Agent) for the credit to apply.

Opening Protection Features: Building opening protective features, such as storm shutters,
must have been tested and/or certified as having met standards of the American Society for
Testing and Material ASTM E 1886 and ASTM E 1996. Such protective features shall be
considered qualified and verified by proof of installation submitted to the Association by your
Producer (Agent) and must have been installed on all openings of the structure.
Qualifications Include:
• All exterior building envelope openings (doors, windows, etc.) with glazing (glass) shall
have qualified impact-resistant and wind pressure-resistant opening protection
• All exterior building envelope openings (doors, windows, etc.) without glazing (glass)
shall have qualified wind pressure-resistant opening protection
• All garage doors (with or without glass) shall meet or exceed a qualified minimum
pressure resistance
Opening protection must be installed by a qualified contractor, according to the
manufacturer's specifications, and impact-resistant protective devices must not be made of
wood structural panels, such as OSG or plywood, or be homemade.
IBHS Hurricane Fortified for Safer Living and IBHS Hurricane Fortified for Existing Homes:
The Institute for Business and Home Safety (IBHS) has promulgated four main discounts:
• Safer Living Original Construction
• Bronze Certification 1 or 2
• Silver Certification 1 or 2
• Gold Certification 1 or 2
The Policyholder must submit a copy of the proper designation certificate from IBHS in order to
qualify for the applicable credit. Certain certifications require reinspection by IBHS every five
years in order for the designation and credit to continue. Your Producer (Agent) can assist you
with the contact information for the inspection and submission of the IBHS Certification to the
Association for approval of the credit.
Windstorm Mitigation Credits will vary by the type of feature present on the dwelling. The Hip
Roof and Opening Protection credit may be combined for additional credit, but no other type
credits may be taken in combination, such as IBHS and Hip Roof. The credit, if applicable, would
be reflected in your final policy premium determined on the policy declaration, and shown in the
endorsement section of the policy.
These discounts are not available to Condominium Unit Owners Policies, Renters Policies,
Dwellings Under Construction, and Mobile Homes.
If you would have any questions, please contact your Producer (Agent) of the policy with the
Association as shown on your policy declaration.
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Attachment 2

WINDSTORM MITIGATION CREDITS – FRAME CONSTRUCTION
EFFECTIVE – JUNE 1, 2020
NCIUA Homeowner HO 00 02, HO 00 03 and HO 00 08 – Frame Construction
Coverage A Mitigation Rate Credit - Effective June 1, 2020
Territory Territory
Territory Territory
Territory
Mitigation Feature
110
120
130
140
150
Total Hip Roof
4.4%
5.1%
4.6%
4.6%
4.0%
Opening Protection
4.6%
5.2%
4.6%
4.6%
3.9%
Total Hip Roof and Opening Protection
9.0%
10.3%
9.1%
9.3%
7.8%
IBHS® Designation
FORTIFIED for Safer Living
14.5%
18.0%
13.2%
15.5%
8.5%
FORTIFIED Roof-Hurricane-Existing Roof
3.5%
4.1%
3.7%
3.7%
3.1%
FORTIFIED Roof-Hurricane-New Roof
5.4%
6.4%
5.2%
5.8%
3.9%
FORTIFIED Home-Hurricane-Silver-Existing Roof
8.7%
10.8%
7.4%
9.4%
4.1%
FORTIFIED Home-Hurricane-Silver-New Roof
10.5%
13.1%
8.8%
11.5%
4.6%
FORTIFIED Home-Hurricane-Gold-Existing Roof
11.1%
13.7%
9.9%
11.7%
6.1%
FORTIFIED Home-Hurricane-Gold-New Roof
12.9%
16.1%
11.3%
13.9%
6.6%
IBHS Designations are registered trademarks

13.6%
3.2%
5.0%
8.1%
10.1%
10.3%
12.1%

®

NCIUA Homeowner Windstorm or Hail HW 00 02, HW 00 03 and HW 00 08 – Frame Construction
Coverage A Mitigation Rate Credit - Effective June 1, 2020
Territory Territory
Territory Territory
Territory
Mitigation Feature
110
120
130
140
150
Total Hip Roof
6.3%
6.2%
6.1%
6.0%
5.6%
Opening Protection
6.5%
6.4%
6.1%
6.1%
5.5%
Total Hip Roof and Opening Protection
12.8%
12.5%
12.1%
12.2%
11.0%
IBHS® Designation
FORTIFIED for Safer Living
20.7%
22.0%
17.5%
20.3%
12.0%
FORTIFIED Roof-Hurricane-Existing Roof
5.0%
5.0%
4.9%
4.8%
4.4%
FORTIFIED Roof-Hurricane-New Roof
7.8%
7.8%
6.8%
7.6%
5.5%
FORTIFIED Home-Hurricane-Silver-Existing Roof
12.4%
13.2%
9.8%
12.4%
5.8%
FORTIFIED Home-Hurricane-Silver-New Roof
14.9%
16.0%
11.7%
15.1%
6.6%
FORTIFIED Home-Hurricane-Gold-Existing Roof
15.9%
16.8%
13.1%
15.4%
8.6%
FORTIFIED Home-Hurricane-Gold-New Roof
18.5%
19.6%
14.9%
18.3%
9.4%
IBHS Designations are registered trademarks

Territory
160
4.0%
4.2%
8.1%

®

Territory
160
5.6%
5.9%
11.5%
19.2%
4.6%
7.1%
11.5%
14.2%
14.5%
17.1%
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Dwelling and Homeowner Territories
Beach and Coastal Area

Currituck

Tyrrell

Dare

150
Beaufort

Hyde

130
110

Craven

Jones

Pamlico

140
Onslow
Carteret

160
Pender

120

Brunswick
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